CREAXION!

OUR VISION
Creaxion! is Creativity in action, tapping
into unique and effective ways to
communicate client goals and affect
consumer behavior.

WHO
WE ARE
Creaxion! is an affiliate of TBWA
(ranked among the top 10 global
advertising agencies worldwide).
We are a thriving advertising agency,
that leads the way in Rwanda’s
creative industry. We are a vibrant and
experienced team of knowledgeable
individuals who generate fresh ideas
backed with targeted strategies.
Specialized in brand marketing,
we strive to make any product or
company stand out in the market.
Our in-house and international
network resource capabilities are
unmatched by any other local agency.

Our History
Since our inception in 2004, Creaxion!
has been rapidly paving new ground in
Rwanda’s advertising industry. Our humble
beginnings included playing major roles in
progressing emerging brand names such
as Rwandatel, Simtel, and Terracom. We
have grown into a multifaceted company
with diverse industry experience.
Our portfolio includes works for various
high profile clients in all sectors of
business. Today, clients such as MTN
Rwanda, BNR, IMBUTO Foundation, SKOL,
MOTAENGIL, Costa Group (SECAM, FIXIT,
LOGIONE, BANDAG) entrust us with their
communication needs.
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Our Products & Services
We offer a wide range of solutions
for our effective advertising and
promotion, that positions brands
in the minds of targeted audience.
We have an extensive hands-on
experience and resources to
effectively facilitate strategic
planning and implementation. We are
equipped to provide market research
& analysis, public relations, media
planning, promotions, and events
production. Our research department
is able to do market surveys and
analysis with focus groups to
assess campaign feasibility and
effectiveness. We have conducted
comprehensive research for clients
such as BCR (now I&M).

We invest in the most qualified output
resources available locally and
internationally. We are constantly seeking
for state-of-the-art technology and tools
to boost our communication prowess.
We have a well equipped production,
design and client services departments
for a maximum output. We outsource
and stock our own production materials
from credible suppliers that ensure an
uncompromised production quality and
delivery.

Expand Media
Expand Ltd was established in 2006 as
a sister company to Creaxion! with the
aim to start a full-fledged production
arm with local wide format digital printing
in Rwanda. Expand has addressed the
challenges of sending work across the
border, thus shortening delivery time and
providing samples before final print runs
are executed.
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OLIVIER COSTA

oscar odida
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Olivier
Costa

MANAGING
DIRECTOR

Olivier Costa is Creaxion!’s
Managing Director. He is an Engineer
by profession with an MBA from the
University of California, Los Angeles
(UCLA). He has vast experience in
cross continental business. After
years of studies and work abroad,
Olivier returned to Rwanda to take
over the Costa family business.
The birth of Creaxion! was Olivier’s
strategic vision and creation. He
brings his passion for excellence and
creative collaborations into the team
dynamics of CreaXion! As a fellow
entrepreneur and venture capitalist
himself, Olivier brings the client
perspective approach, sysmpathizing
with the goals of our clients and
seeking opportunities for success
on behalf of our clients, keeping our
client’s brands alive and exciting.

oscar
odida

AGENCY
DIRECTOR

Oscar has been based in Rwanda
for the last twelve years. Over the
years, he has developed a good
understanding of clients’ businesses
and demands, and more importantly
the competition’s trends.

Alice
Kayumba

FINANCIAL
ADMINISTRATOR

Alice has been in the Human
Resources for some years and is
now the Agency Administrator agent
responsible for recruiting, screening,
interviewing and placing workers.
she also handles employee relations,
payroll, benefits, and training.

CLIENT SERVICE

Jessie
GITAU

JUSTINE GAD
CYIZA

HEAD OF STRATEGY

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER

Jessie is what many would describe as an
extrovert; friendly, open-minded and a creative
thinker which is a perfect match for the
advertising industry. With skills in broadcast
journalism and film, she is a passionate
account manager with an ignited passion in
creative thinking. She has 9 years’ experience
in leading projects with vast experience
in Telcos, FMCGs, Banks and Insurance
companies.

Justine is a hard working self-motivated person
who gets along so well with everyone. With 14
years experience, she has developed instrumental
skills in coordination of advertising campaigns,
project management and leadership, ensuring
customer satisfaction first as an Account Executive
then later as the Business Development Manager.
Over and above, Ms. Cyiza has also had
experience in production and branding.

YVES
NTAGUNGIRA

ARMEL
NTWALI

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE

Yves is a flexible and motivated young and vibrant
individual whose career in Marketing spans over
2 years. With a Bachelor’s Degree in Information
Science ( Logistics Management) at Mount Kenya
University. His profesionalisme and condour makes
him the person to watch in the industry.

Ntwali has 2 years experience in Marketing.
An affable and sociable individual, he previously
worked with a reginal media house for
commercial adverts. He loves challenging jobs in
new tasks that Creaxion! has to offer.
He has a bachelor degree in Logistics. His drive
and teamwork makes him adept when it comes
to socialising and networking.

NOELLA
HABARUGIRA

Tony
Odundo

ART DIRECTOR

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
He is a highly self-motivated individual with
18 years of experience in the advertising
Industry. In his journey so far, he has realized
the importance of discipline, team work,
delegation of responsibility, dedication
and sacrifice. He believes coupling one’s
confidence with various abilities is key to
success, but to also be humble enough to
set aside ego and pride, in order to gain from
all aspects of life. His goal is to continuously
learn and grow artistically, while constantly
exploring new horizons.

Noella is a passionate Art Director with 4 years
experience and working towards growing deeper
in her career. Her love for creativity and zeal to
learn more, push her to go beyond and widen her
skills. She loves working with everything visual and
particularly enjoys design and typography.

DENYSE
MUTUMWE
ART DIRECTOR
Denyse is an Art Director with 5 years’ experience
and has a passion for creativity and enjoys learning
new things. She has had a desire to further her
knowledge after graduating from University of
Rwanda. Her drive is to make each project she works
on the biggest.

thomas
habanaBAshaka
DESIGNER
Thomas is a creative designer whose
skills span over 7 years. A seeker
of growth and expertise, he has
worked on various projects. Apart
from designing, he is well versed in
production and printing on a corporate
level.
He is a proud owner of a Bachelor’s
degree in Creative Design at
University of Rwanda formerly KIST.

DUSTIN
ISHIMWE

BertraND Y.
ABAYIZERA

CREATIVE
COPYWRITER

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Dustin’s creative thinking and
unparalleled attention to detail
contribute to his success in crafting
lasting impressions in advertising.
His mastery of English, French and
Kinyarwanda make him one of the
best copywriter.

Clement
Gakire
WEB DEveloper

Clement Gakire is a full stack web developer with 3
years of experience. He worked on several projects
like web applications and static websites. He loves
coding and enjoys fixing bugs which makes him
always on the lookout for new developments in the
industry.

Bertrand is a bubbly young soul who
has been working in the creative
industry for over two years now.
He is currently pursuing a degree
in Computer Science at the African
Leadership University.
As part of his everyday routine, he
is driven by a growth mindset, which
helps him learn from his workmates
and easily adapts to the work
ecosystem.

Denise
Tuyi

belinda
INGABIRE K.

DIGITAL MANAGEMENT

SOCIAL MEDIA
CONTENT WRITER

Denise is a creative who specializes in social
media management and writing to boost clients’
social media appearances. Her extensive
content creation background since her debut
in 2015 made her join Creaxion to give her
creative passion a pursuit. In order to bring
better content and to stay abreast in the ever
changing Social Media industry she has SEO
skills and is ever learning and reading on major
developments in this field.

Belinda is a resourceful person with good
interpersonal skills and hard working. Her
sociable skills and passion for communication
add a much needed energy needed in the social
media arena. She has 2 years experience and is
on the right path of growth.

Josepha
Mafubo
COPY & CONTENT
CREATOR

air

Josepha is an outstanding content creator. Over
the last few years she has developed an eye
for creative content that speaks of the clients
needs and transforms it to something relatable
to their consumers. She is always on the lookout
for relevant trends that can boost clients’ reach
and engagements.

Jean Philippe
KWITONDA

Ghyslaine
ISHIMWE

FIELD & RSEARCH
MANAGER

DATA
& RESEARCH

Jean has 18 years’ experience in the Graphic
Design and Multimedia. He later joined the
University of Rwanda, in the College of Science
and Technology where he did Communication
Design.
He is a passionate and dedicated content producer
from visualizing the idea through sketches and
storyboards up to the latter production stages.
He understands what it takes for an effective
pre-production, production and post production
phases. He’s always eager to learn new things to
match with the actual market trends.

Ghyslaine works with field and social media team
to get insights from field and helps with content
analysis. Her passion for growth, willingness
and curiosity to learn makes her journey in the
industry one to look out for.

FIELD

lavateam

Fabrice N.
Manzi

Patrick Salomon
Ndaruhutse

3D ARTIST
/ ANIMATOR

Video EDITOR

Is a passionate self-taught motion designer
and director. He communicates and brings ideas
to life through motion graphics by bridging the
gap between 2D and 3D techniques.

Uwimana
Thierry
Dominique

Patrick Salomon Ndaruhutse is a dedicated
and meticulous videographer and Computer
Generated Image artist with extraordinary
attention for detail. He has a strong education
and comprehensive experience with all aspect
of Content creation, animation and postproduction; a proven ability to handle a variety,
of simultaneous projects and work under highpressure deadlines.

NIYIGENA Bruno
PRODUCER

video editor
Highly creative and skilled Video Editor with
vast experience in all video production aspects.
He brings professionalisme to audio and video
details. He is very proficient in computerised
video and non-linear editing systems, including
digital video mixer, Videonics digital edit
controller and title generator.

Bruno is our in-house producer whose career
has grown exponentially over the last 11 years.
His vast career entails producition, tuning and
mixing audio sound include Radio Ads, Records
(songs), TVC (television communication sound),
Documentary, voice over sound, sound tracks
and sound effects. He also plays guitar, piano,
drums and is a recording artist.

laetitia
Nyinawumuntu

DENIS
Rukundo

TRAFFIC/PRODUCTION
MANAGER

PHOTOGRAPHER/
librarian

Experienced individual in handling
strategic sales, building strategic
relationships with clients, with
a demonstrated track record of
service delivery. Laetitia has over 5
years experience in both local and
regional organizations. She is a very
resourceful, ambitious and creative
individual, which has been proven
effective in collaboration with clients.

DIVINE
INGABIRE
ASS. TRAFFIC/
PRODUCTION MANAGER

Being in art has characterized Denis’
entire life. Commercial photography
and digital art are the best ways
through which he channels his
passion. He is young in the industry but
working hard and learning to ellevate
the photography industry to the next
level.

Divine is a passionate and social
creative person who has worked for
2 years. She is well skilled in people
management, following up with clients
requirements to a right precision when
it comes to production, printing and
branding.
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BANDAG

I&M BANK

BPR

MTN

MTN

MoMoPay
when you spoil bae
#UkoUbyifuza
No cash. No fee. Ding-Ding.
everywhere you go
mtn.co.rw
Ts & Cs apply

MoMoPay everything
#UkoUbyifuza
No cash. No fee. Ding-Ding.
everywhere you go

mtn.co.rw

Dial *182#
and follow the prompts.

Ts & Cs apply

MoMoPay
when you spoil bae
#UkoUbyifuza
No cash. No fee. Ding-Ding.
everywhere you go
mtn.co.rw
Ts & Cs apply

Dial *182# and follow the prompts.

Dial *182# and follow the prompts.

MTN

MTN

MTN

Thanks to you Rwanda,
we have turned 20.

We have slashed MTN MoMo transfer fees. Believe it, you can now transfer
small amounts of money with very low fees.
Transfer Amount
(Frw)

1
101
301
1001
3,001

to
to
to
to
to

100
300
1,000
3,000
5,000

Old rates
(Frw)

-30
50
200
220

New rates
(Frw)

3
10
35
100
180

everywhere you go

Dial*182# and follow the prompts.

Here’s to many more years
of brighter connections.

#TuriAbanyu
everywhere you go
mtn.co.rw

MTN

Izihirwe with MTN on our 20th Anniversary!
Join for free and get lots of exciting
weekly and monthly thank you gifts.

#TuriAbanyu
everywhere you go

Send 20 to 2018 or dial *140*6# to join
the celebration for free.
MTN Terms and Conditions apply - see www.mtn.co.rw

IMBUTO

eza
integrated health campaign

ANNUAL

KUREBA IMPANO
itariki
ngira ku ya NZERI
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IBYICIRO:
Ubugeni: Umushushanyi w’inkuru, Umushushanyi ukoresha amarangi, Umubaji w’amashusho | Imideli: Abahanzi b’imideli
Indirimbo n’ Imbyino: Abaririmbyi, Abakoresha ibikoresho bya muzika, Abahanzi b‘imbyino | Ikinamico n’Urwenya: Abakina mu rwenya, Abakina mu nkuru
Filimi no Gufata amafoto: Abayobozi mu gukora inkuru, Abakora ibishushanyo bisekeje | Ubusizi n’Ubuvanganzo: Abanditsi, Abasizi

@ubuhanziRw

@ubuhanzi

ArtRwanda Ubuhanzi

BNR

LIBERATA KAYITESI
GAHAYA LINKS

THE 2019
AFI GLOBAL
POLICY FORUM

Benefits of digital payments
are so many, it doesn’t look
like that until you start using
it. Many times people will
come and say they can’t
embrace it but once you have
started, then it becomes an
advantage. Today lending is
a problem because people
don’t have a track record and
this comes with consistently
accepting digital payments.
This is a storm that is coming
the earlier you embrace it
the better and easier for
business to grow. I have saved
just at the tips of my hands.

YOUTH

Today the traditional Agaseke is a symbol of Rwanda’s
new-found peace, and the baskets’ iconic zigzag patterns
represent the image of two women holding hands—embracing
reconciliation, unity, and hope for the future of Rwanda.

As we made more money,
we made more baskets me
and other women. With all
these earnings, I opened a
bank account because I knew
it would be a good place for
me to save my money. I was
able to renovate our house
and build extra rooms and
the cow no longer sleeps with
us. We have electricity and
water running at home all
because of Agaseke.

TECHNOLOGY

The Agaseke has been an essential part of Rwandan culture
– woven into the fabric of everyday life as vessels for food
and grains, household catcalls, and gifts for important
ceremonies. Historically, weaving was passed down from
mother to daughter, generation to generation. As they sit
and weave, they heal in body, mind and soul, and position
themselves and their families for a more stable future.

WOMEN

AGASEKE:
A KINYARWANDA WORD
THAT MEANS BASKET SYMBOL OF PEACE,
UNITY, GENEROSITY
AND COMPASSION

The advantage of saving on
our mobile platform is that
there is security and no
miscalcutions. Today, most of
the members (in the savings
group) are happy to use
their mobile phones to save
because it is easier and less
stressful. Today we borrow
and pay back our loans within
the group using our mobile
phones. This gives me a lot
of confidence because I know
how much I have saved just
at the tips of my hands.
HANYURWIMFURA ADRIEN
TUZAMURANE SAVINGS GROUP

PATRICK BUCHANA NSENGA
CEO AC GROUP

USING TECHNOLOGY
FOR INCLUSION OF
WOMEN AND YOUTH
11-13 SEPTEMBER, KIGALI, RWANDA

#afiGPF #afiKigali www.afi-global.org

GPF19_Agasake_AW.indd 2

#women

#technology

#youth
09/08/2019 14:36
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NATIONAL BANK OF RWANDA

REPORT
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RWANDA NATIONAL RISK ASSESSMENT
ON MONEY LAUNDERING AND
FINANCING TERRORISM
RWANDA NATIONAL RISK ASSESSMENT ON MONEY LAUNDERING & FINANCING TERRORISM REPORT 2017/2018
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SERVICES
WE OFFER
We offer a wide range of solutions for
our effective advertising and promotion,
that positions brands in the minds of
targeted audience. We have an extensive
hands-on experience and resources to
effectively facilitate strategic planning and
implementation. We are equipped to provide
market research & analysis, public relations,
media planning, promotions, and events
production. Our research department is
able to do market surveys and analysis with
focus groups to assess campaign feasibility
and effectiveness. We have conducted
comprehensive research for clients such as
BCR, JIBU, MTN etc.
We invest in the most qualified output
resources available locally and internationally,
constantly seeking for a state-of-the-art
technology and tools to boost our
communication prowess. We have a well
equipped production, design and client
services departments for a maximum output.
We outsource and stock our own production
materials from credible suppliers that ensure
an uncompromised production quality and
delivery.

Services offered in house:
Market research and analysis, public
relations, media planning buying and
placement, promotions, strategy, creative
conseptualisation and implementation in
Print, Radio TV and Outdoor, Public Relations,
3D and animation, Social Media marketing,
management and content development, Client
service and account management and Events.

Mundi center. Gikondo KN3
Kigali, Rwanda.
+250.727.578.029 - +250.727.578.012 - +250.783.115.988
www.creaxion.rw

